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DATE

PROPERTY

NAME

LOCATION

January 1994 

Tagliamonte Claim Group

Applicant
Frank P. Tagliamonte , P.Eng.

Kirkland Lake Resident Geologists District
Bisley Township
Larder Lake Mining Division
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NTS: 32 D 5
Lat: 48 degrees , 23 min. +- ; Dep: 79 degrees , 27 min. +-
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ACCESS

The project area is readily accessible from Kirkland Lake a total distance of approximately 
39 miles ( 63 km ).

The immediate project area is accessed by recently built forest access roads which 
connect to the Harker-Holloway road ( Hwy # 672 ) approximately 11 miles (18 km ) to



the East.

DATA ATTACHED

Report Pockets

Pocket #1

1) MAP B 93 A Index Sketch Claim Group Location b 1993
Project Area Outline

2) MAP B 93-1 Reconnaissance Geology and Prospecting

3) MAP B 93-2 Reconnaissance VLF-EM Survey

4) MAP B 93-2A Fraser Filter Contours ; Cutler , Maine (CM)

5) MAP B 93-3 Magnetometer Survey

6) MAP B 93-4 Magnetometer Profile ; W Boundary Clms: L-980240 b
L-980241

Pocket #2

1) Compilation Map No. 1

2) Pseudosections: Line 'A' ; Line 'B'

APPENDIX

1) Report on l. P. Survey by Rayan Exploration Ltd.

2) Sample and Assay Data

CHANGES TO PROPOSED PROJECT

Minor changes to the proposed project include the following:
a) A magnetic profile along the west boundary of claims L-980240 and

L-9802412 was done to investigate an adjacent circular magnetic anomaly.
b) Exclusion of the extreme northwest portion of the project area because of
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access problems due to flooding in the swampy areas and time constraints.

GEOLOGY

General

The project area lies within a package of Blake River Group volcanic stratigraphy. The 
package includes intermediated and felsic (?) volcanics , tuffs , sediments (?), and basic 
intrusives.

Local Geology

Gelogical observations made in conjuction with grid preparation and geophysical 
surveying indicate that the predominant rock types in the project area are intermediate 
volcanics , most of which are identified from megascopic characteristics only. Some of 
the volcanics examined have not been differentiated precisely. The intermediate volcanics 
are variable in character but are predominantly either massive , locally amygdaloidal and 
frequently pillowed.

The northern portion of the projet area hosts broad bands of lapilli tuff (?), tuff breccia(?) 
or more popularily classified , hyaloclastite. The hyaloclastie is variable in fragment size 
and angularity. Most of the fragments are hard and rhyolitic. Contats with adjacent 
volcanic units are very irregular but readily defineable.

Most of the brecciated units examined appeared to be flow type breccia although some 
may be pyroclastic(?). Top determinations are not certain but appeared to be south 
facing.

The central portion of the project area which lies generally along the bush road and is 
adjacent or associated with a generally east-west oriented magnetic anomaly contains fine 
granular rock units that may be confused with diorite but are probably granular volcanics. 
These rocks are closely associated with adjacent local exposures of massive and pillowed 
basalts.

One exposure of diorite was tentatively identified on line 45W near the base line. Rock 
chips are not magnetic however. A possible diorite dyke occurs in an outcrop on line 
8 + 50E, 9N.

Sparsely disseminated ( 207o +- ) pyrite and pyrrhotite mineralization was noted within 
outcrops on lines 8E, 6N 81 56E, 10N. The line 8E mineralizations is adjacent to an 
outcrop of dacitic(?) volcanics that contain patchy areas with laths and brecciated 
fragments of chlorite and chloritic material.



WORK DONE

References

1) Summary Report of VLF-EM Survey, Reconnaissance Geological Surveying, 
Prospecting S Sampling , Bisley Township Project ( OPAP Initiatives ) by Frank 
P. Tagliamonte , P.Eng. S Frank H. Toews, Geologist, January 1992.

2) Summary Report on VLF-EM Survey, Reconnaissance Geological Surveying, 
Prospecting and Sampling, Bisley and Melba Township Project (OPAP Initiatives) 
by Frank P. Tagliamonte, P.Eng. & Frank H. Toews, Geologist, January 1993.

Personnel

Applicant - Frank P. Tagliamonte, P.Eng.
Assistants - As listed in the respective survey category.

Project Area

Outlined on Map B 93 A - northeast quadrant of Bisley Township.

Work Period

June-November 1993 - intermittently

Work periods were governed by constraints imposed by weather, casual help availability 
and availability of contractors.

Grid Control

North-south, blazed and chained compass control grid lines with 100' interval flagged 
stations were established simultaneously during VLF-EM Surveying.

Grid line intervals were varied from between 200 to 800'-i-.

Total miles surveyed:
northeast grid - 9.35 
claim line -0.50

9.85 miles



Geological Observations

Supplementary geological reconnaissance observations and preliminary prospecting were 
performed simultaneously with grid development and geophysical surveying.

Observations made are as recorded on MAP B93-1 and otherwise briefly described 
under the local geology section of this report.

VLF-EM Surveying

Instrument: Crone Radem VLF-EM 
Parameters: Dip Angle - degrees

Out of phase - 7o of normal field 
Transmitters: SW , Seattle , Washington - 24.8 KHz

CM , Cutler , Maine - 17.8 KHz
AM , Annapolis , Maryland - 21.4 KHz 

Reading
Interval: 100' 
Operator: F. P. Tagliamonte 
Assistants: George Harkin

Jim Forbes
Mike Barette 

Total Readings
Recorded: 352 4- (check , repeat and out of phase readings not included) 
Processing: Fraser Filter calculations - all lines and for each transmitter statation

used. See Map B93-2A for CM (Cutler, Maine) transmitter station
anomalies.

Three transmitter stations were used basically to assure that the VLF-EM survey could 
proceed even if the two preferred stations ( CM S AM ) were shut down.

Dip angle and out of phase readings were taken and recorded at each 100' interval 
station along the grid lines, base line and tie lines in the project area.

Dip angle readings have been processed to yield Fraser filter numbers for each traverse. 
Map B93-2A portrays the countoured closures obtained from processing the CM 
readings.

Out of phase readings were booked but do not appear on the maps.

Grid control operations and some geological observations were carried out simultaneously 
with VLF-EM surveying.



Magnetometer Survey

Instrument: Scintrex MP 2
Parameters: Total Field
Base Stations: Base Line at each 100 interval
Operator: Jim Forbes
Assistant: F. P. Tagliamonte
Total Readings
Recorded: 396

( Northeast grid - 370 )
( Claim Line - 26 ) 

Documentation: MAP B93-3

Sampling

Two (2) samples were collectd for analysis during work on the project. Details are 
documented in the appendix under sampling. Sample locations are as indicated on MAP 
B93-1.

RESULTS OBTAINED

Geological Reconnaissance and Prospecting : MAP B93-1

Significant observations appear to be the weakly mineralized dacitic? expsoure adjacent 
to line 8 + 50E , 6N and the local? patchy choritic alteration in the intermediate volcanics 
outcrop west of line 12 + 50E , 5 + 50N.

There are no currently know geophysical features associated with these exposures except 
for a linear-like magnetic low that coincides with a topographic depression between 
outcrops within the outcrop area immediately north of the mineralized exposures and the 
chloritic alteration.

No detail prospecting has been done in this area. 

Geophysical Surveying : MAPS B93-2 . -2A ,( EM ) : -3 A - 4 ( Mag.)

VLF-EM

VLF-EM surveying identified seven (7) anomalous features signified by capital letters on 
the maps from 'A' to 'G' . These letters are subscribed with lower case 'em' 
designations and numbers to indicate the type of survey and the year surveyed.

Fraser filter anomalies for the ( CM ) readings are signified in the same manner.



VLF-EM anomalies 'A' b. 'B' lie along the base line and are likely part of one long linear 
anomaly. The anomaly is confirmed by results from readings obtained from three different 
transmitter stations.- Rock exposures in the vicinity of anomalies are granular volcanics 
and possibly diorite?.

Anomaly 'C' is a northwest trending linear anomaly , confirmed by readings on two 
different transmitter stations , and may reflect a fault structure. The southest portion of the 
anomaly may trend through or lies along the west edge of an outcrop of intermediate 
volcanics.

The remaining four anomalies have been detected by readings from two transmitter 
stations. They all lie within overburden areas . Anomaly 'E' has the appearance of a long 
linear anomaly and may hence be deduced to reflect a possible fault structure.

Fraser filter processing of readings from the Cutler Maine transmitter confirm and 
accentuate the existence of all seven anomalies.

MAGNETOMETER

A close control, tight closure magnetic survey was performed over the project area. The 
survey was designed to locate a series of low relief airborne magnetic closures over the 
project area.

Four (4) distinct magnetic closures were located in the portion of the project area 
covered. Anomaly 'A' was first located during a 1992 survey. It was re-surveyed during 
the 1993 field season and established as a local, generally circular magnetic anomaly. 
A VLF-EM conductor trends northwest through the magnetic anomaly. A Max-Min EM 
profile survey was run over the anomaly without significant result.

Magnetic anomalies 'A' , 'B' , and 'C' lie along a generally east-west linear horizon 
adjacent and along the base line over a distance of approximately one mile. All three may 
in fact be one continuous magnetic structure containing a series of local magnetic high 
closures. It is possible that the magnetic structure is open to the east.

The anomalies do not appear to overly areas of outcrop except perhaps for the northeast 
end of anomaly 'B' which seems to overly a gabbro exposure. Field observations will 
have to be made to con2firm this. The anomalies , nevertheless lie adjacent to several 
outcrops along the base line.

Magnetic anomaly 'D' appears to be centred on line 26E , 19N. It appears to be a 
broad , low relief anomaly that is undefined.

Magnetic low 'E' , located between lines 8E 8*. 12 + 50E , 8N. It is located within a
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topographic depression between two outcrop exposures in elevated topography. No detail 
prospecting has been done on this feature. The anomaly appears to open to the west.

The magnetic profile along the west boundaries of claims L-980240 St 241 was run to 
investigate a local circular airborne magnetic anomaly indicated to be present within a 
group of claims to the west.

The profile indicates two low relief magnetic peaks along the boundary of claim L-980241.

INDUCED POLARIZATION PROFILES

Induced polarization profiles were run over portions of lines 'A' and 'B' to investigate 
both magnetic anomaly 'A' and VLF-EM anomaly '92B'.

Induced Polarization anomalies were detected on both lines but neither coincide with the 
magnetic anomaly or the VLF-EM anomaly.

Prospecting the vicinity of the l. P. anomalies and perhaps follow-up Induced Polarization 
surveying appear waranted.

A summary of the Induced Polariation survey , including procedures, results and 
conclusions are documented in the appendix under INDUCED POLARIZATION SURVEY.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Both magnetic anomalies and VLF-EM anomalies which lie along the base line appear to 
be coincident. Though some outcrops lie adjacent to the generally linear anomalous 
structure, one possible diorite outcrop is indicated to underly the eastern extremity of the 
anomaly.

Rock exposures at the approximate centre of the coincident magnetic - VLF-EM 
anomalies are tentatively identified as fine granular volcanics. Diorite is a possibility but 
hand specimens tested are not magnetic.

The entire stretch of anomalous structure along the base line is indicated to be a prime 
target area for detail prospecting. Most of the area has been clear-cut by timber 
operators since the survey was completed and will thus provide easy access for 
prospecting, hand trenching or mechanical stripping in specific target locations.

A bedrock explanation for the airborne magnetic anomalies , now partially defined on the 
ground remains to be determined by detailed prospecting along the anomalous structure.



Magnetic anomaly 'E' is bordered by outcrops and is a target area for detail prospecting 
, hand trenching or mechanial stripping to explain it's cause.

VLF-EM anomaly 'C' is also a target area for detail prospecting, hand trenching, or 
mechanical stripping. An outcrop near it's southeast end may be close enough to provide 
information on it's cause.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made to further investigate magnetic, VLF-EM, and 
Induced Polarization anomalies within the 1993 project area.

1) Detail prospect and hand trench accessible portions of:
a) l.P. anomalies - lines 'A' and 'B' .
b) Coincident magnetic - VLF-EM anomalous structure/s ('A', 'B' and 

'C') along the base line.
c) Magnetic anomaly 'E' .
d) VLF-EM anomaly 'C' .

2) Mechanical strip defined target locations indicated to be of follow-up interest 
by favourable results (mineralization, anomalous assays) from prospecting 
and hand trenching activities.

3) Perform Magnetic , VLF-EM and l.P. Surveying operations in unexplored 
areas that are indicated to require these methods to extend known or 
suspected minearalized structures.

Respectfully submitted, 
i ^ i n

FrantoPTTagliamorlt^ P.Eng.l^



APPENDIX

1) Induced Polarization Survey Reports

2) Sample Data and Analyses



INDUCED POLARIZATION SURVEY

A limited I.R. survey was conducted on both the Bisley Twp. property and the Cairo Twp. property. 
Two lines were surveyed on each property for a total of approximately 2km.

The purpose of the I.R. Survey was to test a VLF conductor on each property detected by F. 
Tagliamonte, to see if the conductor had a bedrock source and to test same for sulphide mineralization.

It should be noted that the existing grids on both properties are chained in imperial units with 100 
ft. picket intervals. This was not known by the contractor who had dipole wires chained in metric with 25m 
intervals. The lines were simply re-chained in metric and tie-points to the imperial grid are shown on the I.R. 
Psuedosections. This did not present a problem and care was taken to plot the VLF Conductor Axis in the 
right place with respect to the current metric chaining.

General IP Theory

The IP method involves applying voltage across two electrodes in a pulsed manner i.e. 2 seconds 
on, 2 seconds off. A second "dipole" or electrode pair, measures the residual potential or voltage 
between them after the voltage is shut off or during the 2 second off cycle. The potential is recorded at 
different times after the shut off. If, for example, there is sulphide mineralization within the measuring 
dipoles, they will be polarized or charges set up on the sulphide particles. This polarization gives the 
zone a capacitor effect, thereby blocking the current delay giving a higher chargeability reading.

A typical signature for many gold showings would be a chargeability high, resistivity high and 
magnetic low. This would be characteristic of a mineralized, highly altered carbonated and/or silicified 
zone. However, this is by no means the only geological setting for gold, therefore every profile should 
be looked at individually and correlated with all other geophysical-geological data.

Electrode Array

The electrode array used for the survey was the Dipole-Dipole Array. In this array two current 
electrodes (C1, C2) and two receiver or potential electrodes are moved down a line in unison. In this 
case the "a" spacing or distance between each dipole was fixed at 25 meters apart. For an N^ reading, 
the closest C1 and P1 were 25 meters apart. The C1-C2 dipole remain in the same place while the 
potential dipole (P1-P2) moves ahead one "a" spacing and the array is ready for an ^2 reading, etc.

IP Survey Parameters 

The IP survey was carried out using the following parameters:

Method: Time Domain
Electrode Array: Dipole-Dipole
"a" spacing: 25 meters
Number of Dipoles Read: 1-4
Pulse Duration: 2 seconds on, 2 seconds off
Delay Time: 500 milliseconds



Integration Time: 420 milliseconds
Receiver: EDA IP-2
Transmitter: Scintrex IPC-9, 200 watt
Data Presentation: Individual Psuedosections 

Plate-1, Bisley Twp. Property 
Plate-2, Cairo Twp. Property 
Plan Map No.1, Bisley Twp. Property 
Plan Map No.2, Cairo Twp. Property

I.P. SURVEY RESULTS

BISLEY TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

Two lines, called Line 'A' and Line 'B', were surveyed by the current I.P. Survey. The bearing of 
these lines is N45W with the parts NW of station 0+00 labelled north in the field and on the 
psuedosections. It should be noted that while the lines are parallel, station 0 + 00 on each is not normal 
to the other because the 0 + 00 point on each is on an EW baseline from another grid.(see plan map 
no.1, back of this report)

The purpose of the I.P. Survey was to test a VLF conductor on L-A/GOOmn and L-B7400mn, 
previously detected by F. Tagliamonte. The VLF conductor appears to have a coincident resistivity low 
on each line but no coincident chargeability response. On both lines the VLF conductor is on or near an 
assumed geological contact between a resistive unit and a conductive unit to the north. It is proposed 
that the source of the VLF Conductor is current channelling along this contact and as such it appears 
unlikely that the conductor has any associated sulphide mineralization.

The above assumed contact may in fact be a fault zone. Although there is not presently 
sufficient information to corroborate this, the topography and outcrop observed by the author strongly 
suggests this.

More significantly, there is a good chargeability I.P. anomaly on the south flank of the above 
assumed fault/contact? zone on both lines centred at L-A/STmn and L-B/SSOmn, with the response on 
L-B being the strongest. The anomaly lies in a moderate to resistive unit and as such would not be 
expected to have a VLF response which is the case. This anomaly is open to the north-west and south- 
east. The response is typical of disseminated sulphides. However, the possibility of a dyke exists and 
should be tested with a magnetometer survey and field mapping next summer. There is insufficient I.P. 
Survey coverage to determine if the two zones are related.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommendations are based solely on the limited amount of I.P. 
Survey done and limited geological/geophysical information available.

BISLEY TOWNSHIP PROPERTY



While the VLF Conductor does not appear to be mineralized, a strong IP. response was 
obtained on the south flank of the conductor on both lines. It is strongly recommended that the source 
of the IP. anomaly be explained by trenching and or drilling if the possibility of a dyke is reasonably 
ruled out by a magnetometer/mapping survey. If the results are encouraging, the anomalous horizon 
should be delineated along strike by an additional IP. Survey on 50m spaced lines at the same bearing 
of N45W. Coincident with this survey, the rest of the property should be surveyed with IP. on more 
widely spaced lines. This would appear to be warranted by the discovery of a previously unknown IP. 
Chargeability anomaly and possible fault zone.

CERTIFICATION

l, Raymond Joseph Meikle of Timmins, Ontario hereby certify that:

1. l hold a three year Technologist Diploma from the Haileybury School of Mines, Haileybury, 
Ontario, obtained in May 1975.

2. l have been practising my profession since 1973 in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick, Newfoundland, NWT, Manitoba, Germany and Chile.

3. l have been employed directly with Teck Corporation, Metallgessellschaft Canada Ltd. Sabina 
Industries, .S. Middleton Exploration Services Ltd., self employed 1979-1985 (Rayan Exploration Ltd.) and 
currently with Rayan Exploration Ltd.

4. l have based conclusions and recommendations contained in this report on knowledge of the 
area, my previous experience and on the results of the field work conducted on the property during 
1993.

5. l hold no interest, directly or indirectly in this property, nor do l expect to receive any interest or 
considerations from the property.

Dated this 20th day of December, 1993 
at Timmins, Ontario.

R.J. Meikle



CERTIFICATION

I, Raymond Joseph Meikle of Timmins, Ontario hereby certify 
that:

1. I hold a three year Technologist Diploma from the 
Ha i leybury School of Mines, Haileybury, Ontario, obtained in May 
1975.

2. I have been practising my profession since 1973 in 
Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, NWT, 
Manitoba, Germany and Chile.

3. I have been employed directly with Teck Corporation, 
MetalIgesselIschaft Canada Ltd. Sabina Industries, .S. Middleton 
Exploration Services Ltd., self employed 1979-1985 (Rayan 
Exploration Ltd.) and currently with Rayan Exploration Ltd.

4. I have based conclusions and recommendations contained 
in this report on knowledge of the area, my previous experience 
and on the results of the field work conducted on the property 
during 1993. ,

5. I hold no interest, directly or indirectly in the Bisley 
Township or Cairo Township properties of Mr. F. Tagliamonte, nor 
do I expect to receive any interest or considerations from either 
property, other than professional fees for services rendered.

Dated this 20th day of December,1993 
at Timmins, Ontario.

R.J. Meikle
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ACCURASSAY LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF BARRINGER LABORATORIES LIMITED, REXDALE, ONTARIO

BOX 426
KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA P2N 3J1 

TEL.: (705) 567-3361

President: Dr. GEORGE DUNCAN, M.SC., Ph. D., c. Chem (Om.i, c. Chem (U.K.i. M.c.i.c., M R.s.c., A.R.c.s.T.

47412 Certificate of Analysis

Mr. F. Tagliamonte
Geological Engineering Service
29 Beaver Crescent
NORTH BAY, Ontario
P1A 3N1

Page,

August 12

SAMPLE NUMBERS 
Accurassay Customer

930927
930927

B93-1 
B93-1

Gold 
ppb

6 
<5

Work Order 
Project

Gold 
Oz/T

<0.001 
<0.001 Check

930088

93

Per:

ORIGINAL



Swastika Laboratories
A Division of TSL l ASSAYERS INC.

Established 1928 Assaying - Consulting - Representation

Assay Certificate 3W-2457-RA1
Company: FRANK P TAGLIAMONTE Date: SEP-15-93
Project:
Attn:

We hereby certify the following Assay of l ROCK samples 
submitted SEP-13-93 by .

Sample 
Number
B93-2

Au 
PPB

31

Au 
PPB

27

Cu 
PIM
100

Zn 
PIM

81

\VRA

Certified by

P.O. Box 10, Swastika, Ontario POK1TO 
Telephone (705) 642-3244 FAX (705)642-3300



FRANK P TAGLIAMONTE

3W-2457-RA1

TSL/ASSAYERS Laboratories
1270 FEUSTER DRIVE. UNIT 3 MISSISSAUGA.ONTARIO L4W-1A4 

PHONE tt: (416)625-1544 FAX #: (416)206-0513

I.C.A.P. WHOLE ROCK ANALYSIS
Lithium MetaBorate Fusion

REPORT No. 

Page No. 

File No. 

Date

M2801
l of l 

SE17RA 

SEP-13-1993

SAMPLE tt 3102 

X

A1203

X

Fe2O3 CaO MgO

X

Na20 K20 TiO2 MnO P2O5 Ba

ppm

Sr 

ppm

Zr

ppn

Y

ppm

Se 

PP"i

LOI TOTAL

B93-2 55.51 14.10 10.72 5.13 5.23 2.03 0.06 0.84 0.13 0.10 65 125 156 50 33 5.02 98.88

TSL/93
SIGNED :
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LOCATION A ACCESS

Kirkland Lake Resident Geologists District
Cairo Township
Larder Lake Mining Division
Claim map #G-3209
NTS: 42 A 2
Lat: 48 degrees , oo minutes +- ; Dep: 80 degrees , 37 minutes *-
See also attached maps

Access is provided via Highway # 66 , approximately 39 miles (65km) West of Kirkland 
Lake to the Matachewan Indian Reserve road about 3 miles east of Matachewan. The 
second leg of road access is provided by travelling northerly 3 miles (5km) *- on 
secondary and bush roads to about 2 miles (3.2km) from the south boundary of the 
project area.

DATA ATTACHED ( In Pocket of Report)

1) MAP C 92 A , Claim Location S 1993 O. P.A.P. Project Area Locations

2) MAP C 92-2 , Part of: Magnetometer Survey Plan ( VLF-EM X-overs and 
Conductor Axis b l.P. Anomalies )

3) l.P. : Compilation Map No. 2

4) l.P. : Psuedosections - L-OE b L-600W

APPENDIX

1) REPORT: Induced Polarization Survey By R.J. Meikle

CHANGES TO PROPOSED PROJECT

No hand trenching or backhoe stripping programs were completed. A delay in having a 
staking problem resolved until late fall resulted in permission to apply funds from this 
project to the Bisley Township Project and the Cook-Guibord Township Project.



WORK DONE

References

1) Summary Report on VLF-EM Survey, Reconnaissance Geology, Prospecting S 
sampling, Cairo Township Project ( OPAP Initiatives ) by Frank P. Tagliamonte , 
P.Eng. St. Frank H. Toews, Geologist, January 1992

2) Summary Report on VLF-EM Survey, Reconnaissance Magnetic and Max-Min EM 
Surveying, Cairo Township Project ( OPAP Initiatives ) by Frank P. Tagliamonte , 
P.Eng. and Frank H. Toews, Geologist, January 1993

GENERAL A LOCAL GEOLOGY

Kinojevis group volcanic stratigraphy comprising sequences of mafic, intermediate and 
felsic volcanics and related tuffs and pyroclastics on the periphery of the Cairo syenite 
stock lie within the project area.

All these rock units are traversed by numerous Northerly trending Matachewan age 
diabase dikes.

Four regional faults transect the project areas. They appear to intersect or converge at 
Fort Matachewan which is immediately southwest of the projet area. One branch of the 
Montreal River fault is projected to trend through Narrows Lake which lies within the 
project area.

Reconnaissance geology and prospecting reveal that the predominant rock type in the 
project area is mafic volcanics. These rocks tend to be massive, usually fractured and 
generally contain ubiquitous pyrite which often is manifest in weakly gossaned exposures 
on some outcrops.

A band of felsic to intermediate affinity volcanic rock types have been observed in local 
exposures in the vicinity of Anomaly 'A' . These rocks are locally finely fragmented, 
locally thinly laminated and otherwise massive but variably fractured and foliated. One 
narrow thinly laminated cherty band or interflow contains hairline seams of fine pyrite , 
minor pyrrhotite and rare chalcopyrite. This unit is located between two of the IP 
anomalies on L OE - SEE MAP C92-2.

A previously trenched portion of a gossaned and mineralized exposure on the east 
extremities of Anomaly 'A' contains narrow (1-3') lenses of massive very fine grained 
marcasitic? pyrite in an intercalated generally east-west trending sedimentary-felsic rock



assemblage. THE BROAD IP ANOMALY AT ABOUT 3 + 00 (ft) SOUTH ON L OE 
OVERLIES THE WEST PROJECTION OF THIS MINERALIZED ZONE. SEE MAP C92- 
2.

A new zinc showing was discovered (1991) on the south scarp face at L 0+80E , 3 + 50 
+ - south. It comprises narrow ( 1-6" ) intercalated carbonate-quartz stringers in a 5'-i- 
north-south fracture zone cutting mafic volcanics. Fine disseminated sphalerite 
mineralization is present in the carbonate stringers and in the wall rock immediately 
adjacent to the mineralized structure. THE SHOWING IS ON THE NORTH EDGE OF A 
VLF-EM CONDUCTOR AXIS (1991) AND BESIDE THE MOST NORTHERLY IP 
ANOMALY ON L OE. THE IP ANOMALY (1993) LIES IN AN EAST-WEST TROUGH OR 
TOPOGRAPHIC DEPRESSION BETWEEN TWO OUTCROP RIDGES. IT MAY BE 
POSSIBLE TO HAND TRENCH, BUT CERTAINLY BACKHOE TRENCH THIS TROUGH 
AREA. ^

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The IP Survey completed this fall suggests that the VLF-EM anomaly ( Anomaly 'A') is 
a valid bedrock feature , possibly reflecting disseminated sulphide mineralization.

At least two of the IP anomalies on L OE are proximal to or overly the projected trend of 
exposed sulphide mineralization. A sulphide source is thus reaffirmed.

The following follow-up recommendations are made to investigate the indicated 
mineralized structure already partially defined by VLF-EM reconnaissance surveying and 
preliminary IP profiling.

1) Detail all of VLF-EM anomaly 'A' with additional IP surveying on close 
spaced cut and chained grid lines as recommended by a geophysicist.

2) Prospect the vicinity of IP anomalies on L OE and hand trench where 
accessible in conjunction with or before detail IP surveying.

Respectfully submitted,

Frank PP^JT^^
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INDUCED POLARIZATION SURVEY

A limited IP. survey was conducted on both the Bisley Twp. property and the Cairo Twp. property. 
Two lines were surveyed on each property for a total of approximately 2km.

The purpose of the IP. Survey was to test a VLF conductor on each property detected by F. 
Tagliamonte, to see if the conductor had a bedrock source and to test same for sulphide mineralization.

It should be noted that the existing grids on both properties are chained in imperial units with 100 
ft. picket intervals. This was not known by the contractor who had dipole wires chained in metric with 25m 
intervals. The lines were simply re-chained in metric and tie-points to the imperial grid are shown on the IP. 
Psuedosections. This did not present a problem and care was taken to plot the VLF Conductor Axis in the 
right place with respect to the current metric chaining.

General IP Theory

The IP method involves applying voltage across two electrodes in a pulsed manner i.e. 2 seconds 
on, 2 seconds off. A second "dipole" or electrode pair, measures the residual potential or voltage 
between them after the voltage is shut off or during the 2 second off cycle. The potential is recorded at 
different times after the shut off. If, for example, there is sulphide mineralization within the measuring 
dipoles, they will be polarized or charges set up on the sulphide particles. This polarization gives the 
zone a capacitor effect, thereby blocking the current delay giving a higher chargeability reading.

A typical signature for many gold showings would be a chargeability high, resistivity high and 
magnetic low. This would be characteristic of a mineralized, highly altered carbonated and/or silicified 
zone. However, this is by no means the only geological setting for gold, therefore every profile should 
be looked at individually and correlated with all other geophysical-geological data.

Electrode Array

The electrode array used for the survey was the Dipole-Dipole Array. In this array two current 
electrodes (C1, C2) and two receiver or potential electrodes are moved down a line in unison. In this 
case the "a" spacing or distance between each dipole was fixed at 25 meters apart. For an N^ reading, 
the closest C1 and P1 were 25 meters apart. The C1-C2 dipole remain in the same place while the 
potential dipole (P1-P2) moves ahead one "a" spacing and the array is ready for an ^2 reading, etc.

IP Survey Parameters

The IP survey was carried out using the following parameters:

Method: Time Domain
Electrode Array: Dipole-Dipole
"a" spacing: 25 meters
Number of Dipoles Read: 1-4
Pulse Duration: 2 seconds on, 2 seconds off



Delay Time: 500 milliseconds
Integration Time: 420 milliseconds
Receiver: EDA IP-2
Transmitter: Scintrex IPC-9, 200 watt
Data Presentation: Individual Psuedosections 

Plate-1, Bisley Twp. Property 
Plate-2, Cairo Twp. Property 
Plan Map No.1, Bisley Twp. Property 
Plan Map No.2, Cairo Twp. Property

I.P. SURVEY RESULTS

CAIRO TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

Two lines, LO and L6W were surveyed by the current l.P. Survey. The purpose of the survey was 
to test VLF conductors on LO/ISms, L07325mn, LGw/SOs, as well as known mineralization in several 
spots on LO.

The results on the surveyed portion of LO show three separate l.P. Chargeability anomalous 
zones centred at 90n, 180n, and 290n, with the northern zone open to the north. The two southern 
zones are in a highly resistive zone, suggestive of disseminated sulphides in a Felsic environment. The 
northern zone appears to be on a contact with a less resistive unft to the north. It is a much wider zone 
and appears to consist of a similar zone to the two southern zones with a stronger, more chargeable 
zone on the northern end which would be coincident with a VLF Conductor previously detected by F. 
Tagliamonte. However, there is insufficient coverage to adequately resolve this part of the anomaly. A 
previously detected VLF Conductor on the southern end of LO at 15ms is coincident with a moderately 
conductive unit with no apparent coincident chargeability. As such it is not proposed to have a 
mineralized causative source.

The results on the surveyed portion of L6W show a good chargeability anomaly with a 
coincident resistivity low centred at 25ms. This is also coincident with the previously detected VLF 
Conductor which extends from L07325mn. There is no outcrop in this area, but the VLF Conductor 
would appear to be a bedrock source, quite possibly mineralized. It appears to be on a geological 
contact with a conductive unit to the south. This is somewhat ambiguous because the southern part of 
the line is flat, spruce swamp, indicative of considerably more overburden. The resistivity values certainly 
reflect this as well.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommendations are based solely on the limited amount of l.P. 
Survey done and limited geological/geophysical information available.



CAIRO TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

Again a very limited l.P. Survey was performed. However, results indicate that the VLF 
Conductor on L6W is legitimate, with a signature typical of disseminated sulphides. The l.P. Survey data 
is too widely spaced to correlate this anomaly with any on LO. However, LO is for the most part exposed 
in outcropping bedrock. There is a drastic change between LO and the central to southern part of L6W 
with LO being quite resistive with little or no overburden and L6w conductive and overburden covered.

The anomalies on LO should be correlated with known mineralization indicated by F. 
Tagliamonte and evaluated on this basis. It is highly recommended that a more closely spaced grid be 
established and a comprehensive l.P. Survey be conducted to resolve both the known mineralization 
and the "new" anomaly on L6W. This would establish wether or not the coincident VLF/IP 
anomaly on L6W is contiguous with the VLF/IP anomaly on the north end of LO.

CERTIFICATION

l, Raymond Joseph Meikle of Timmins, Ontario hereby certify that:

1. l hold a three year Technologist Diploma from the Haileybury School of Mines, Haileybury, 
Ontario, obtained in May 1975.

2. l have been practising my profession since 1973 in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick, Newfoundland, NWT, Manitoba, Germany and Chile.

3. l have been employed directly with Teck Corporation, Metallgessellschaft Canada Ltd. Sabina 
Industries, .S. Middleton Exploration Services Ltd., self employed 1979-1985 (Rayan Exploration Ltd.) and 
currently with Rayan Exploration Ltd.

4. l have based conclusions and recommendations contained in this report on knowledge of the 
area, my previous experience and on the results of the field work conducted on the property during 
1993..

5. l hold no interest, directly or indirectly in this property, nor do l expect to receive any interest or 
considerations from the property.

Dated this 20th day of December, 1993 
at Timmins, Ontario.

R.J. Meikle
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CERTIFICATION

I, Raymond Joseph Meikle of Timmins, Ontario hereby certify

Ha'leybury 
1975.

hold a three year Technologist Diploma from the 
School of Mines, Haileybury, Ontario, obtained in May

2. I have been practising my profession since 1973 in 
Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, NWT, 
Man i t oba, Germany and Ch i l e.

3. I have been employed directly with Teck Corporation, 
He tallgessellschaft canada Ltd. Sabina Industries, .S. Middleton 
Exploration Services Ltd., self employed 1979-1985 (Rayan 
Exploration Ltd.) and currently with Rayan Exploration Ltd.

4. I have based conclusions and recommendations contained 
in this report on knowledge of the area, my previous experience 
and. on the results of the field work conducted on the property 
d ur ing 1993.

5. I hold no interest, directly or indirectly in the Bisley 
Township or Cairo Township properties of Mr. F. Tagliamonte, nor 
do I expect to receive any interest or considerations from either 
property, other than professional fees for services rendered.

Dated this 20th day of December,1993 
at Timmins, Ontario.

R.J. Me i k l e
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DATE January 1994

PROPERTY Tagliamonte et al Claim Group
5 Leased Claims - 1-Guibord township ; 4-Cook township

NAME Frank P. Tagliamonte 
Applicant

LOCATION

Kirkland Lake Resident Geologists District
Cook k Guibord Townships
Larder Lake Mining Division
Cook township Claim Map # M339
Guibord township Claim Map # 352
NTS 42A/8 Z 42A/9
Lat: 48 degrees 27 min. ±- ; Dep: 80 degrees 11 min. + 

See also attached maps



ACCESS f see Sketch CG93-2 )

The project area is accessible with varying degrees of difficulty depending on time of year 
and means of transport used for the bush portion of the trip.

Convenient access to the Perry Lake Lodge is provided by Highway #101 , an all weather 
paved highway which links Matheson on the west , with the mine operations in the 
Harker-Holloway area and on to the Quebec border further east.

An eleven (11) mile motor access road beginning about 1 mile east of the Perry Lake 
Lodge winds its way through a series of sand eskers to within 3 miles of the Project Area. 
The project area is then accessed over about 3 miles of tractor trails through 
predominantly swampy terrain to a local outcrop cluster where the showings are located.

Access to the property was achieved this past summer and fall with great 
difficulty since it was necessary to sort out the motor vehicle route amid a 
myriad of intersecting motor access roads that have been developed in the 
area over the years.

It was likewise difficult to sort out bush road access through a maze of bush 
road that cris-cross the swamps and lowlands that are situated between the 
end of the vehicle access road and the project area.

Once a route was located and marked out, direct access was achieved 
with comparative ease.

Flooded swamp areas present entry problems for heavy vehicles such as 
tracked shovels and possibly (?) muskeg tractor mounted backhoes.

DATA ATTACHED

Report Pocket

1) MAP CG93-1 Showing Location and Sample sketch

2) SKETCH CG93-2 Topography and Road Access Sketch

3) SKETCH CG93-3 Claim Group Location Sketch

4) SKETCH CG93-4 Tagliamonte Cook-Guibord Twps. Gold Prospect

5) Photo Folio



Appendix

1) Sample and assay data

CHANGES TO PROPOSED PROJECT A Work Done

A proposal to mechanically strip the showing area for mapping and sampling was 
frustrated by repeated efforts to engage contractors , several of whom were contacted. 
Some tentatively implied that they would accept but only when equipment was available 
from larger work programs. In essence , contractors were reluctant to accept a small 
contract and were otherwise reluctant to attempt to access an area that may pose ground 
support problems for heavy equipment, particularly in flooded swampy areas.

A Timmins contactor attempted to access the area early in December but had to abandon 
the attempt because of heavy rain and flooding in the swamps. A second attempt later 
in the month during freezing conditions again resulted in the contractor abandoning the 
attempt for unknown reasons but probably ( in my view ) because of malfunctioning 
equipment. The backhoe mounted muskeg tractor (NEW) was only able to navigate 3 
miles -f - of snow covered motor vehicle access road in about 4 hours. The contactor 
abandoned the project without prior notice after the 4 hours *- of travel.

Actual work completed on the project is as follows:
1) Located and marked out motor vehicle access route within an area 
where numerous access roads exist. ( see SKETCH CG93-2 )
2) Located and marked out a bush access trail/road in and area where 
numerous bush roads and trails exist. ( see SKETCH CG93-2 )
3) Re-cut and chained a control line to tie-in the showings and survey 
nearest land survey points. ( See MAP CG93-1 )
4) Marked out a route for equipment access from the township line to the 
showing area.
5) Marked out the area to be stripped.
6) Took preliminary orientation samples in readily accessible portions of the 
showing area during September and December 1993. ( see MAP CG93-1)

GENERAL GEOLOGY 8i Previous Work

The property and showings lie within the environs of the Porcupine Destor Deformation 
Zone ( PDDZ ) at the approximate contact between Kinojevis Group volcanics and 
Staughton-Roquemaure sediments.



A series of lenticular gash veins have been exposed by hand trenches probably put down 
in the late 20's. The trenches and two shallow blast area are on the extreme east edge 
of a local outcrop cluster in otherwise swampy terrain. The country rocks in the immediate 
area are weakly fractured and locally fragmented dacitic type volcanics. Numerous diabse 
dikes traverse the outcrops.

Surface sampling in the early 60's yielded values up to 0.91 oz Au/ 16" from a samples 
cut in an 8' deep pit on the extreme south-east end of the structure.

Shallow x-ray drill holes put down under a portion of the surface showings in the early 
70's yielded values up to .57 oz Au/18".

Previous exploration work on the property was done by New Kelore Mines Ltd. ( 4 
shallow X-Ray drill holes ) ; St. Joe Minerals - part of a larger property package - 2 drill 
holes southeast of the showings targeted on IP anomalies ; Chevron Minerals , 
exploration unknown.

SUMMARY A RECOMMENDATIONS

The showing area remains a prime target area for surface stripping , rock trenching , 
geological mapping and sampling.

A summer access road may possibly be spotted to circumvent the wet swamp portions 
of the area between the termination of the motor access road and the project area. Such 
an access venture will require a longer travel distance through higher ground and will 
have to be scouted out on foot in advance.

The following recommendations are thus made:
1) Scout and mark out an access road suitable for mechanical equipment use. 

This may require a travel distance of between 3.5 and 5 miles.
2) Strip readily accessible portions of the showing area on the east edge of the 

host outcrop.
3) Pop blast quartz veins exposed.
4) Map and sample the exposures.

GENERAL REMARKS

Tandem Resources Ltd. have optioned neighbouring and tie-on properties and have 
announced the preparation of an program of exploration to begin during 1994.



Kimberlite dikes were discovered on the optioned Tandem property at a location about 
one mile northwest of the Cook-Guibord Project Area by Homestake Minerals during past 
gold exploration programs.

Preliminary option discussions for the Cook-Guibord property have been initiated by third 
party interests since the Tandem announcements were made but no formal proposals 
have been received.

Respectfully submitted,

7 .n j

Frank P^JagtlSr

* * * * *
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Swastika Laboratories
A Division of TSL l ASSAYERS INC.

Established 1928 Assaying - Consulting - Representation 

Assay Certificate 3W-2615-RA1
Company: FRANK TAGLIAMONTE ' Date: OCT-06-93
Project:
Attn:

We hereby certify the following Assay of 2 ROCK samples 
submitted OCT-01-93 by .

Sample 
Number
OG-93-1 
OG-93-2

Au 
oz/ton
0.001 
0.350

Au 
oz/ton

, 0.310

Ag 
PPM
0.1 
1.9

Co 
PRvl

6
29

Cu 
PPM
17 

140

Mo 
PPM

2 
33

Pb 
PPM
13 
21

Zn 
PIM
13 
59

Certified by AJ

P.O. Box 10, Swastika, Ontario POK1TO 
Telephone (705) 642-3244 FAX (705)642-3300



Established 1928

Swastika Laboratories
A Division of TSL/Assayers Inc.

Assaying - Consulting - Representation

Geochemical Analysis Certificate 3W-3012-RG1
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING SERVICES Date: DEC-24-93

Project:
Ann: F. TAGLIAMONTE

We hereby certify the following Geochemical Analysis of 4 ROCK samples 
submitted DEC-21-93 by .

Sanple Au Au Check
PPB PPB

93-3
OG 93-4 10 
OG 93-5 14 
OG 93-6 8709 9120

Certified by

P.O. Box 10, Swastika, Ontario POK1TO 
Telephone (705) 642-3244 FAX (705)642-3300



COOK-GUIBORD PROJECT AREA
( O,P.A.P. Initiatives

Frank P, Tagliarnonte Project

Termination of Motor Road Access to Project

Wet spot in swamp 
looking southwest

Bush Road Access looking southwest 
Immediately southwest of Motor Road termination polr

Wet spot in swamp
looking southwest

Emerging from wet spot in swamp 
looking northeast

32D05NW2001 OP93-414 CAIRO 900

line between Guibord S Cook twps 
1200' -t - north of showing area 

looking due west



Showing area
northeast edge of outcrop

looking northwest

COOK-GUIBORD PROJECT AREA
O.P,A,P, Initiatives j

Frank P. Tagliamonte Project

veins exposed in outcrop 
northwest end of showing area 

looking northwest 
(best exposure)

Showing area
northeast edge of outcrop 

looking southeast

TOgfct* :Mitiffy..-***
Mulliwheel-drive bush machine 
Guibord S Cook township line r,' i 
1200'f- north of showing area


